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ChocoMe continues its row of successes at Great Taste Awards

Hungarian chocolate manufactory

chocoMe has earned its second set of international awards in a matter of a few

weeks. Having triumphed at the Academy of Chocolate Awards, the creator of amazing chocolate dreams has now
collected no less than five bronze medals at the world’s most prestigious tasting competition, the Great Taste Awards.
The global competition, open for a wide number of product categories, is well known for its jury of 400 connoisseurs
with exquisite taste and unquestionable opinion, who have been mesmerised by the magical compositions of

chocoMe

for six years running. The panel includes chefs from world renowned Michelin star restaurants, recognised gastronomers,
purchasing directors of prime department stores (Harrods, Fortnum&Mason, Selfridges, Harvey Nichols or Whole
Food Markets) and well-known food critics who spend several thousand hours blind tasting product samples that are
distributed unpackaged and unlabelled.
This year’s

chocoMe awards were also a testimony to the diverse flavours available from the innovative Hungarian

brand. The panel were just as spellbound by the savoury, peppery dark chocolate treats as by the heavenly dragées
made with dark and milk chocolate. Representing the former is Délice, a family of products based on a proprietary
blend of chocolate introduced last year; three out of its four available flavour combinations were awarded a bronze
medal at the competition.
With these five new awards,

chocoMe now has no less than sixty-two international professional accolades under its belt.

This means even more recognition for the brand, and even tastier desserts for the customers.

ChocoMe products awarded at the Great Taste Awards include:

RF103 Raffinée

RF105 Raffinée

Piemonte hazelnut covered in

Almonds covered in dark

cinnamon flavoured milk

chocolate flavoured with

chocolate

Madagascan wild pepper
and cocoa powder

50DCD103 Délice Carré

50DCD104 Délice Carré

72.2% dark chocolate bar with

72,2% dark chocolate bar with

Kampot pepper

roasted, cracked cocoa beans

DCD-RF101 Délice Raffinée
almonds from Avola covered in
72.2% dark chocolate
and cocoa powder

The entire range of award winning chocoMe chocolate products is available for overview
and purchase at:
http://store.chocome.hu/szakmai/index.php
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